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Abstract: Setting up generic and fully transparent distributed services for clusters
implies complex and tedious kernel developments. More flexible approaches such as
user-space libraries are usually preferred with the drawback of requiring application
recompilation. A second approach consists in using specific kernel modules (such as
FUSE in Gnu/Linux system) to transfer kernel complexity into user space.
In this paper, we present a new way to design and implement kernel distributed
services for clusters by using a cluster wide consistent data management service. This
system, entitled kDDM for “kernel Distributed Data Management”, offers flexible ker-
nel mechanisms to transparently manage remote accesses, cache and coherency. We
show how kDDM simplifies distributed kernel developments by presenting the design
and the implementation of a service as complex as a fully symmetric distributed file
system.
The innovative approach of kDDM has the potential to boost the development of
distributed kernel services because it relieves the developers of the burden of dealing
with distributed protocols and explicit data transfers. Instead, it allows focusing on the
implementation of services in a manner very similar to that of parallel programming
on SMP systems.
More generally, the use of kDDM could be exploited in almost all local kernel
services to extend them to cluster scale. Cluster wide IPC, distributed namespaces
(such as /proc) or process migration are some potential examples.
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Reduire la comple´xite´ des de´veloppements noyaux dans
les environnements distribue´s
Re´sume´ : La mise en œuvre de services distribue´s transparents et ge´ne´riques dans
une grappe implique des de´veloppements noyaux complexes et souvent fastidieux a`
finaliser. L’e´laboration de bibliothe`ques situe´es en espace utilisateur est ge´ne´ralement
pre´fe´re´e avec comme principal inconve´nient l’obligation de recompiler les applica-
tions. Une seconde approche consiste a` exploiter des me´canismes noyaux spe´cifiques
permettant de remonter la comple´xite´ du noyau au niveau utilisateur (le module FUSE
en est un exemple). Toutefois ce type de solution peut avoir un impact ne´gatif sur les
performances.
Dans ce papier, nous pre´sentons une nouvelle manie`re de concevoir et de mettre
en œuvre des services noyaux distribue´s graˆce a` l’utilisation d’un service de partage
cohe´rent de donne´es a` l’e´chelle des grappes. Ce syste`me, intitule´ kDDM pour ”ker-
nel Distributed Data Management”, propose des me´canismes permettant de partager
efficacement et de manire transparente des donne´es noyaux entre plusieurs noeuds (le
maintien en cohe´rence e´tant assure´ directement par le service). Nous montrons comme
l’utilisation du service kDDM permet de simplifier l’e´laboration d’un service distribue´
en mode noyau en pre´sentant l’implantation d’un service complexe comme celui d’un
syste`me de fichiers syme´trique.
L’approche propose´e dans ce document pourrait permettre d’accrotre le developpe-
ment de services distribue´s au niveau noyau en re´duisant la charge de travail lie´e a` la
mise en place de protocol distribue´ ou encore celle lie´e a` la gestion des transferts ex-
plicites des donne´es. Les phases de de´veloppement peuvent alors eˆtre dans leur totalite´
consacre´es a` la mise en œuvre du service de manie`re similaire a` un de´veloppement sur
des syste`mes SMPs.
Plus ge´ne´ralement, l’utilisation des kDDMs peut eˆtre exploite´e dans la plupart des
services noyaux usuels afin de les e´tendre a` l’e´chelle des grappes. A titre d’exemple,
il serait tout a` fait envisageable d’e´tendre les me´canismes IPC, de mettre en place des
espaces de nommage distribue´s ou encore de faciliter la migration de processus en
temps re´el.
Mots-cle´s : syste`me d’exploitation, de´veloppement noyau, grappe, syste`me de fichiers
syme´trique
1 Introduction
Clusters are today a standard computation platform for both research and production.
A lot of work has already been done to simplify efficient use of such architectures:
batch schedulers, distributed file systems, new programming models, . . . and it is likely
to continue as cluster constraints are still changing: more cores per CPU socket, faster
interconnects, larger scale.
Setting up generic and fully transparent distributed services for clusters implies
complex and tedious kernel developments. More flexible approaches such as user-
space libraries are usually preferred with the drawback of requiring application recom-
pilations. However a lot of applications are mainly based on standards such as POSIX
and recompliation is sometimes not possible (in particular for legacy codes). In such
cases, distributed services have to be perfectly transparent, requiring kernel extensions.
However, only few kernel mechanisms have been suggested. Current approaches con-
sist in completing major kernel components by modules to bring back kernel com-
plexity to user space. As an example, the FUSE module from the Gnu/Linux system
makes distributed file system implementation easier. If such an approach solves the
transparency issue, it impacts performance by the multiple copies from user to kernel
and symmetrically. On the other side, userland cluster services are designed by lever-
ing generic libraries such as MPI making their design and their implementation much
easier.
In contrast with userland, only few work has focused on providing generic layers
to faciliate distributed kernel services. From our best knowledge, developers are only
aware about the remote procedure call protocol. The SUN RPC model [11] is based
on a client server where a node (the client) asks for a service delivered by another
node (the server). This model offers some flexibility but has several drawbacks. For
instance, it only enables point to point communication and is not well designed to share
data structures at a fine grain.
In this paper, we present a new way to design and implement kernel distributed
services for Gnu/Linux clusters by using a cluster wide consistent data management
service. From our point of view, providing such a service is really innovative. First,
this system, entitled kDDM for kernel Distributed Data Manager, is built with the pur-
pose to ease the design and the development of more complex distributed services.
Second, it provides a real different way to exchange and share kernel data between
distinct nodes within a cluster. By using the kDDM mechanism, programmers are able
to focus on the real purpose of cluster kernel sevices instead of dealing with distributed
protocols. The kDDM infrastructure helps reducing cluster kernel development com-
plexity to a level comparable to the development on a SMP node.
We show how kDDM makes distributed kernel developments easier by present-
ing the design and the implementation of a service as complex as a fully symmetric
distributed file system. This file system, named kDFS enables to:
• Aggregate storage resources available within a cluster,
• Provide a unique cluster wide name-space,
• Provide cooperative cache for both data and meta-data.
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Figure 1: kDDM overview
More generally, the use of kDDM could be exploited in almost all local kernel
services to extend them to cluster scale. Cluster wide IPC, distributed namespaces
(such as /proc) or process migration are only a few of the candidates.
The document is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the kDDM mechanisms.
Section 3 is focused on kDFS design and its implementation. Related work is addressed
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the document and gives some perspectives.
2 Kernel Distributed Data Manager
The Kernel Distributed Data Manager, kDDM [8], allows consistent and transparent
data sharing cluster wide. This concept was formerly called container and has been
renamed to kDDM to avoid confusion with current kernel container mechanisms.
The kDDM service allows to share at kernel level collections of objects between
the nodes of a cluster. In kDDM, an object is a set of bytes defined by the kDDM user
(data structure, memory page content, etc). Objects of the same kind are stored in a
set. An object is then identified using a pair (set identifier; object identifier).
The main goal of the kDDMmechanism is to implement distributed kernel services.
Assuming that an OS could be roughly divided into two parts: (1) system services and
(2) device managers, developpers could design and implement their own cluster wide
services (cf. Figure 1 (a)) or extend the existing ones by using interface linkers (cf.
Figure 1 (b)).
In both cases, kDDM sets are plugged to device managers thanks to IO linkers.
2.1 kDDM Sets
A kDDM set is a collection of similar objects a kernel developer wants to share cluster
wide. Each set can store up to 232 objects. Objects are managed by the kDDM service
without any assumptions on contents and semantics. In other words, developers have
the opportunity to share any kind of objects.
For each kind of object to share, a new kDDM set family is created to host this kind
of object. It is then possible to create several kDDM sets of the same family.
For instance, it is possible to create a kDDM set to share all the inodes of a file
system. In this case we define a kDDM set family to host inodes and a new set of this
family is created for each file system. In the same way, we can create a kDDM set
family to host pages of system V memory segments. From this kDDM set family, we
create a new set for each new system V segment.
Defining a new kDDM set family mainly consists in creating a new IO linker de-
signed to manage the kind of object they are intended to host.
2.2 IO Linkers
Each kDDM set is associated to an IO linker depending on the family set it belongs
to. For each family there is a different IO linker. During the creation of a new kDDM
set, an IO linker is associated to it. Doing this instantiation, the set can be attached to
a physical device or simply attached to a dedicated memory allocator (memory pages
allocator, specific slab cache allocator, etc). Indeed, the IO linker defines how objects
are allocated, freed, transfered from one node to another, etc.
Right after the creation of a kDDM set, the set is completely empty, i.e. it does
not contain any data. Memory is allocated on demand during the first access to an
object through the IO linker. Similarly, data can be removed from a kDDM set when
it is destroyed, when an object is no more in use or in order to decrease the memory
pressure when the physical memory of the cluster is saturated. Again, these operations
are performed through the IO linker.
Examples of IO linker usage are given in Section 3, where we describe the design
and the implementation of a distributed file system on top of the kDDM mechanism.
2.3 Interface Linkers
Existing High level kernel services can be extended to a cluster scale thanks to interface
linkers. An interface linker is the glue between existing services and kDDM sets.
Moreover, it is possible to connect several system services to the same kDDM set
by using different interace linkers. For instance, a kDDM set can be used to map pages
of a file in the address space of a process P1 on a node A using an interface linker L1,
while a process P2 on a node B can access the same kDDM set through a read/write
interface using another interface linker L2.
2.4 Manipulation Functions
Objects are handled using manipulation functions which ensure data replication and
coherence. These functions can be compared to read/write locking functions. They are
mainly used to create kDDM critical section enabling to safely access kDDM objects
regardless of data location in the cluster.
Objects stored in a kDDM set are handled using a dedicated interface. This inter-
face is quite simple and mainly relies on three functions used to create kDDM critical
sections: get, grab and put.
The get function is close to a read-lock: it places a copy of the requested object
in local memory and locks it cluster wide. This locking ensures that the object can
not be written on any other node in the cluster. However, concurrent read accesses are
allowed.
The grab function is close to a write-lock: it places a copy of the requested object
in local memory and locks it cluster wide. No other concurrent access (read or write)
is allowed cluster wide (cf. Section 2.5).
The put function is used to unlock an object.
In addition to these main functions, a few other ones are used, such as remove, flush
or sync. The remove function removes an object from the memory cluster wide since
the flush function only removes an object from local memory and ensures that there is
at least one node still hosting a copy.
Finally, the sync function synchronizes an object with its attached physical device,
if any. This function is useful in the context of a file system, to write back data to disk.
2.5 Replication And Coherence
During a kDDM critical section, object data is stored in the memory of the node doing
a get or a grab and can be accessed using regular memory operations. Outside a kDDM
critical section, there is no guarantee that the object is still present in node local mem-
ory. In most cases the data is still present, but the kDDM semantics does not allow to
access this data outside a kDDM critical section.
As suggested in the previous section, objects are moved from one node to another
during a grab operation and can be replicated on different nodes for efficiency reasons
during a get. Replication introduces a data coherence issues. Coherency is managed
using an invalidation on write protocol, derived from the one presented by Kai Li [5].
The grab function, semantically equivalent to a write, is used to catch object modifica-
tions. In this case, all the existing remote copies are invalidated before the grab returns.
During the grab critical section, the object is locked on the node (where the grab has
been done) and cannot be moved or replicated.
3 Kernel Distributed File System
In order to show the interest of generic distributed kernel mechanisms such as the kD-
DMs, we chose to design and implement a service as complex as a fully symmetric file
system. To our knowledge, only few distributed file systems have been designed with
fully symmetric constraints [1, 6]. The implementation complexity of such systems is
generally dissuasive and the current trend consists in designing and implementing dis-
tributed file systems composed by one or two meta-data servers and several I/O servers
[3, 7, 10]. By dividing meta-data and data management, such solutions, entitled par-
allel file systems, make the implementation of the client stack easier. However such a
model can lead to a non balanced architecture between distinct nodes. For example:
the scalability limitation imposed by a single metadata server does not exist in a fully
symmetric file system.
Thanks to kDDM, we were able to quickly design and implement a fully sym-
metric file system providing a cooperative cache for both data and meta-data. To our
knowledge, providing such a kernel distributed file system is innovative since this new
proposal mainly focuses on real file system issues instead of dealing with distributed
protocols.
The design of kDFS relies on two main concepts:
• Using native file systems available on each node (avoiding block device manage-
ment),
• Using kDDM sets to provide a unique and consistent cluster wide name space.
The use of kDDM sets facilitates the implementation of a global distributed cache with
Posix semantics since kDDM mechanisms directly ensure meta-data and data consis-
tency.
Figure 2 illustrates the overall architecture of kDFS.
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Figure 2: Overview of the kDFS system
After describing how kDFS uses native file systems to store data, we present how
kDDM mechanisms have helped kDFS be implemented with elegance and simplicity.
3.1 Disk Layout
To avoid block device dependencies and make storage management easier, we have
chosen to build kDFS upon native file systems provided by the cluster nodes. As a
consequence, each node has to specificy if it takes part in the kDFS storage space
or not. Storage space provided by a particular cluster node is considered as a kDFS
partition only if it has been kDFS formatted. As kDFS does not directly manipulate
block devices, a kDFS partition actually refers to a local directory with a particular
hierarchy. This section introduces different sub-directories and different files contained
in a kDFS partition.
To format a directory which can be used afterwards in the kDFS storage space,
administrators have to use the mkfs.kdfs command. This command takes two ar-
guments: DIR PATHNAME and ROOT NODEID. The first one corresponds to the ab-
solute path to store kDFS meta-data and data, the second one is the node identifier for
the kDFS root entry (the node that stores the kDFS root inode).
mkfs.kdfs creates the kDFS ”superblock” file (...) for the node. This file is
stored on the local native file system in the given directory. If the current node identifier
(last byte of the IP address) equals to the given id, mkfs.kdfs creates the root entry.
Table 1 describes the creation of a kDFS structure distributed between two nodes:
On node A: (nodeid = 1) on Node B: (nodeid = 2)
mkfs.kdfs /PATH1 1 mkfs.kdfs /PATH2 1
Create kDFS local ’...’ Create kDFS local ’...’
Create kDFS root entry
Table 1: kDFS structure creation (two nodes)
For each entry (a directory or a file) of the kDFS hierarchy, a ”native” directory is
created on one kDFS partition. This directory contains two files:
• The .meta file that stores meta-data associated with the entry (size, timestamp,
rights, striping information, . . . )
• The .content that stores real data (directory an file contents).
The name of the ”native” directory is defined by the kDFS local inode identifier
(each kDFS superblock contains an identifier bitmap to define the next free inode id).
To avoid scalability issues with large directories, we have arbitrarily chosen to sort
each kDFS partition in groups of one hundred entries. For instance, when mkfs.kdfs
creates the kDFS root entry (the first entry of the kDFS hierarchy), the command first
creates a sub-directory ’DIR PATHNAME/0-99/’. Then, it creates the corresponding
”native” directory which is the DIR PATHNAME/0-99/1/ directory. Finally, the file
’.meta’ and the file ’.content’ are created inside this latest directory.
Every hundred entries, kDFS adds a new sub-directory corresponding to the appropri-
ate range (’DIR PATHNAME/100-199/’, ’DIR PATHNAME/200-299/’, . . . ).
Once the partition is formatted, users can access the kDFS file system thanks to the
conventional mount command:
mount -t kdfs ALLOCATED DIR|NONE MOUNT POINT
where ALLOCATED DIR corresponds to the native file system directory formatted with
mkfs.kdfs and MOUNT POINT is the traditional mount point.
Table 2 describes kDFS mounting procedure from two nodes:
On node A: (nodeid = 1) on Node B: (nodeid = 2)
mount /PATH1 /mnt/kdfs mount /PATH2 /mnt/kdfs
Table 2: Mount kDFS partitions
/mnt is now a global kDFS namespace for both nodes
Since files and directories are stored in a distributed way on the whole cluster, we
need mechanisms to find the kDFS entry point and thus be able to join the file system.
kDFS provides two ways of retrieving the root inode. The first one is based on
the superblock file stored in the formatted kDFS partition. As mentioned, the kDFS
superblock file provides several information including the kDFS root inode id. Thus,
when a mount operation is done, the ’...’ file is read from ’ALLOCATED DIR’
and the root inode id is used to retrieve the kDFS root entry. The second mechanism
relates to diskless nodes or nodes which do not want to take part in the kDFS physical
structure. In such a case, users do not specify a ”device” but have to provide the kDFS
root inode id as an additional mount parameter.
Moreover, we plan to take advantage of the kDFS superblock file to add some QoS
parameters (such as the allowed storage space, rights) for each kDFS ”partition”.
3.2 File System Architecture
The use of kDDM in our symmetric file system enables to propose a simple design
based on two layers. The highest one, in charge of forwarding local requests to the
kDDM serivce, is directly plugged under the VFS. The lowest one, composed by the
different I/O linkers, applies kDDM requests on proper kDFS partitions
The first version of kDFS has been implemented using three families of kDDM
sets:
• Inode kDDM set, one cluster wide. It provides a cache of inodes recently ac-
cessed by processes.
• Dir kDDM set, one per directory. Each Dir kDDM set contains directory entries
(roughly names of subdirectories and files).
• File kDDM set, one per file. It stores data related to the file contents.
Figure 3 depicts the kDDM entities for several kDFS entries. To make reading and
understanding easier, we present in Table 3 a potential representation of the regular
files for each kDFS entries mentioned in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: KDFS internal layers
On node A: (nodeid = 1) on Node B: (nodeid = 2)
DIR PATHNAME: /PATH1 DIR PATHNAME: /PATH2
mount /PATH1 /mnt/kdfs mount /PATH2 /mnt/kdfs
”/mnt/kdfs/” /PATH1/0-99/1/.meta ”/mnt/kdfs/data/” /PATH2/0-99/1/.meta
/PATH1/0-99/1/.content /PATH2/0-99/1/.content
”/mnt/kdfs/lib” /PATH1/0-99/2/.meta ”/mnt/kdfs/data/mytool/” /PATH2/100-199/104/.meta
/PATH1/0-99/2/.content /PATH2/100-199/104/.content
”/mnt/kdfs/lib/mylib.so” /PATH1/200-299/280/.meta ”/mnt/kdfs/data/mytool/config” /PATH2/100-199/105/.meta
/PATH1/200-299/280/.content /PATH2/100-199/105/.content
... ”/mnt/kdfs/lib/myotherlib.so” /PATH2/100-199/180/.meta
... /PATH2/100-199/180/.content
Table 3: Translation between kDFS entries and regular files on hard drives
The global kDFS namespace is distributed on two nodes.
Next sections introduce each of these three families of kDDM sets. A fourth kDDM
set is depicted in Figure 3: the dentry kDDM set. This unique kDDM set provides a
distributed cache to manage all dentry objects. It is currently not implemented and
requires deeper investigation.
4 kDFS Inode Management
kDFS inode management relies on one global kDDM set. This set exploits a dedicated
I/O linker for inserting/removing and maintaining each kDFS entry on the correspond-
ing local file system (sub-directory creation/deletion and updating of the ’.meta file’).
The inode set is created during the first kDFS mount operation within the cluster. At
the beginning, it only contains the kDFS root inode. Then, when a process wants to
access one file/directory, its corresponding kDFS inode is added into the set (providing
by this way a fully distributed inode cache). All file/directory creations are performed
locally whenever possible. That means, when a process wants to create a new file or
a directory, kDFS looks for a kDFS partition. If there is one directly available on the
node, a new inode identifier is obtained from the superblock file. Otherwise, kDFS
stores the new entry on the same node as the parent directory.
When amount operation is done, the root inode identifier is used to retrieve the root
inode structure directly inside the inode kDDM set. If the kDDM set already exists,
the structure is already cached and the inode is simply returned to the node. Otherwise,
the request is forwared by the kDDM service to the proper I/O linker within the cluster.
Finally, the I/O linker exploits the inode id to retrieve required information from the
hard drive.
KDFS inodes are currently based on 32 bits, the 8 MSB bits provide the node id
within the cluster and the 24 LSB ones correspond to the local id.
The inode management proposal has some scalability limitations due to our current
implementation of a 32 bits inode. kDFS can federate at most 256 nodes and manage
only one kDFS partition with a maximum of 224 files for each node. We plan to fix this
issue by extending the inode size to 64 bits as it is already done by several file systems
(XFS, NFS, . . . ).
5 kDFS Content Management
Since kDFS file hierarchy is based on native file systems, both directories and files are
simply stored as regular files. In contrast to traditional file systems, the management of
a large kDFS directory containing a huge number of directory entries is similar to the
management of a kDFS file content. Regardless of the kDFS entry, its content is stored
in its respective ’.content’ file.
After briefly describing directory and file content manipulation, this section focuses
on optimization mechanisms such as read-ahead or write-behind and how they could be
exploited to improve the overall performance of kDFS. The last paragraph introduces
data-striping and redundancy mechanisms.
5.1 kDFS Directory Management
When an application tries to list the contents of a directory stored in the kDFS storage
space, kDFS creates a new directory kDDM set. This new set is linked to the inode
object stored in the inode kDDM set and caches all directory entries on a page basis. In
other words, all file and subdirectory names stored in the directory are loaded in objects
of this new kDDM set (one object corresponding to one page). After that, all filename
manipulations such as create, rename and remove apply modifications of these pages.
The associated dir I/O linker is in charge of propagating changes to the proper hard
drive (into the ’.content’ file)
5.2 kDFS File Management
In this first prototype, kDFS file management is similar to directory management: when
an application tries to access a file f , if f is not already ”cached”, kDFS creates a new
file kDDM set. As for directory management, this new set is linked to the correspond-
ing inode object of the file f . The associated file I/O linker is in charge to read/write
data from/to the .content file of f and remove/put pages in the set.
5.3 Read-ahead And Write Behind
Caching is a widespread technique used to reduce the number of accesses to hard drives
and improve performance of the I/O system [2]. In a local context, such mechanisms
mainly appear at high level in the I/O stack (in the VFS for UNIX like OS, cf. Figure 4).
Due to kDFS placement within the I/O stack and the kDDM design, cache mechanisms
could be applied twice in kDFS: at low level (when I/O linkers access the native file
system, cf. 1 in Figure 4) and at high level (when linkers access kDFS, cf. 2 in Figure
4). At the first sight, it seems natural to exploit such techniques to improve performance
at any level they can be applied. However, after a deeper study, the naive use of read-
ahead and write-behind at high level lead to a negative impact on both efficiency and
consistency.
At low level, read-ahead and write-behind strategies only depend on the local file
system and can be compared to internal buffer caches available in hard drives. In other
words, if a process reads or writes in one kDFS file stored on a remote node, cache
mechanisms applied to the remote I/O linker do not change the consistency within the
associated kDDM set.
At high level, it is a bit more sophisticated. Interest and impact of each strategy
require to be tackled one by one.
• The read-ahead strategy has been suggested to mask disk latencies. This tech-
nique is mainly based on the sequential behaviour of readers and can even de-
crease performance in case of random accesses (wrong pages are prefetched).
In a distributed context such as the high layers of kDFS, the use of read-ahead
can either improve performance in some cases or impact network traffic in some
other ones. Typically, for a distributed application, some useless chunks of one
file may be prefetched from several nodes. These pages go through the network
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Figure 4: Cache in kDFS
several times, increasing the network congestion probability. Thus, a perfor-
mance tradeoff between prefetch mechanisms and network congestion should be
defined. The disk latency is about 9ms in current harddrives whereas network
latency tends to be negligible at cluster level (¡ 1 µs). So, we have chosen to
leave aside read-ahead at high level for the moment.
• The write-behind strategy at high level is a real issue. From the performance
point of view, such a technique is crucial to avoid page migration from one node
(high level) to a remote one (low level). Let’s consider an process that is writ-
ing to a remote file byte per byte. A write-through strategy generates a page
migration to acknowledge each write operation whereas a write-behind strategy
significantly reduces network traffic by aggregating several writes before flush-
ing data to low level. However, in the event of a failure, such an approach may
lead to an inconsistency. Indeed if a crash occurs on a node writing into the file,
data contained in the write-behind buffer is simply lost, although these writes
have been acknowledged. To avoid such critical situations, we have decided to
only implement a write through strategy in the first version of kDFS: each write
is directly propagated to the corresponding I/O linker. We currently work on the
design of derived mechanisms to improve kDFS performance in case of write
requests.
5.4 Striping And Redundancy
The objectives of striping and redundancy policies are twofold: first, to balance I/O re-
quests over several nodes in order to decrease the amount of requests per node (and thus
increase the scalability) and second to benefit from aggregating throughputs provided
by several nodes. Indeed in a conventional cluster, some dedicated nodes attached to
RAID devices are exploited to deliver the expected bandwidth for each application. In
our view of a cluster file system, each node can provide its storage support which cor-
responds in most of cases to one traditional hard drive with a throughput peak around
60MBytes/sec. In such a case, striping and replication policies1 are mandatory.
kDFS has been designed for providing two striping modes: the first one is automatic
and transparent whereas the second one is based on user parameters. In the transparent
mode, all data is stored locally. That is, all write requests are propagated on local
hardrives. Two cases should be considered, sequential and parallel access:
• Sequential access: only large files (out-of-core) could suffer from such an ap-
proach. A way to solve this issue is to stripe a file on multiple hard drives when
its size is bigger than a defined threshold.
• Parallel access: the performance should be excellent. For instance, in MPI appli-
cations, each MPI instance writes its data locally according to the striping policy.
This policy is selected by the application (CYCLIC, BLOCK/ BLOCK, . . . ).
From the file system point of view, there is no fixed striping size. This mode
should improve the performance since it avoids all striping issues which may ap-
pear when the file striping does not correspond to the pattern of the application.
In the ”user” mode, each user is able to define a specific striping policy on a per file
or per directory basis. Currently, we have almost finalized the design of the automatic
approach and the implementation is under development. We have chosen to focus our
effort on implementing the transparent mode since, in contrast to the second mode, it
does not require to extend the POSIX API.
All placement information for each file is stored within the associated meta-data
file (cf. Section 4). The striping geometry is based on an ”object” granularity (from 1
to n block). For instance, the meta-data lists all objects: a first object which is p blocks
long is stored on the first drive of node x and a second one, q blocks long, is available
on the drive of node y, . . . (p 6= q). Thus, when an Inode I/O linker retrieves inode data,
it also retrieves geometry parameters. kDFS can then exploit these values to notify
kDDM service where to find proprer I/O linkers (based on the part of the directory/file
content).
The use of replication is also a well-known approach to improve efficiency. Instead
of accessing only one file stored on one hard drive, clients are balanced on replicas
available on distinct nodes. In the particular case of kDFS such an approach is not
required. Indeed, when a client accesses a file, this file is immediately stored in the
associated kDDM set. Thus, all subsequent accesses are directly satisfied by the cluster
wide cache and do not reach hard drives. Based on the current trend of RAM memory
size increasing, we can imagine that each node will soon have a memory size close to
10 GB. Deploying the kDFS solution on such a cluster will provide a large and efficient
cluster wide buffer cache.
1We distinguish striping policies to improve performance from the ones that target fault tolerance aspects.
Fault tolerant mechanisms are not addressed in this paper.
6 Related Work
While distributed applications programmers can choose between a multitude of par-
allelization concepts, libraries and languages, infrastructure extensions for supporting
distributed operating systems are rather rare. Most distributed services such as the
Linux ones (the global filesystems Redhat GFS and Oracle’s OCFS2, the distributed
lock manager or the clustered logical volume manager) are each using their own pro-
tocols for communicating across nodes and have their own notion and view of what
group of nodes they regard as “the cluster”.
All these services are implemented on top of the socket interface, with no cluster
abstraction or communication layer in between.
A component worth mentioning as piece of infrastructure specially built to ease dis-
tributed computing is SunRPC [11]. It is used heavily in the network file-system NFS
implementations and offers mechanisms to register, locate and invoke remote proce-
dures, while transfering data in the exchangeable data format XDR, allowing nodes of
different architectures to interoperate transparently. Programming with RPCs has been
adopted widely in both user and kernel space and has contributed significantly to the
development of distributed computing.
A further step towards distributed operating systems is the introduction of cluster
aware network stacks like the Transparent Inter Process Communication protocol TIPC
[9]. It uses a cluster oriented addressing scheme, implements features like reliable
multicast, cluster membership with subscription to membership change notifications,
cluster-wide services and name-spaces. TIPC provides a socket interface to ease tran-
sition of socket based codes, as well as a raw kernel-only interface which allows full
control over all features. kDDM is leveraging TIPC by using it as low level cluster
communication infrastructure.
All former solutions are based on the message passing model. Another approach
close to the kDDM one has been proposed by the PLURIX project [4]. Built on top
of distributed JAVA objects, this system shows that a shared object model can make
the design of distributed services easier. The PLURIX object consistency is based on a
transactional model whereas kDDM service exploits an invalidation-on-write protocol.
7 Conclusion And Future Work
The paper has introduced kDDM as infrastructure component suitable for building
cluster-wide services in a simple and natural way. The symmetric filesystem kDFS
was presented as one highly complex distributed service leveraging kDDM functional-
ity. Its implementation shows how the complexity of managing distributed data trans-
fers and protocols can be reduced dramatically by using the kDDM’s distributed shared
objects concept.
The paper also aimed at pointing to a general method of designing and implement-
ing distributed services by extending their well-known non-distributed variants with
kDDM functionality. This methodology has been applied in the past years and lead to
the Kerrighed single system image system, one of the most complete implementations
of SSI. Kerrighed is a distributed operating system where all distributed components
are implemented on top of the kDDM infrastructure.
Future work aims at providing kDDM as component loadable as module for normal
unpatched Linux kernels, and increasing the number of stand-alone distributed services
built on top of kDDM. Work on the symmetric file system kDFS will continue2, next
planned steps being: improvement of stability, evaluation and tuning of performance.
For instance, we plan to set up a dedicated scheduling to handle/optimize kDDM ex-
changes/communications as several kernel components use it.
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